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SEO or Search Engine Optimization is the key to increasing a brand’s visibility on highly
competitive search engines like Google. Netizens nowadays rely on the Internet for all of their
information. SEO is indispensable if a company wants to rank highly in search results and
become a favorite of a particular target audience. Many tasks and responsibilities are involved
in Search Engine Optimisation, including link building, content writing, keyword research, and
more. It is nearly impossible to manage everything on your own. Even the creation of a
dedicated in-house SEO team isn’t feasible. That’s why we recommend using SEO
marketplaces. Search engine optimization (SEO) is essential for any business trying to reach
more customers online. SEO marketplaces offer one-stop shopping for a range of SEO
services. When deciding which marketplace to use, it’s important to consider the quality of the
services offered as well as price and customer experience. Reviews are the best guide to
finding the top SEO marketplace for your business needs.
The definition of a marketplace
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Marketplaces are eCommerce websites that list and sell products uploaded by third-party
vendors. They provide a platform for bringing buyers and sellers together. Shoppers have the
opportunity to compare and find products from a wide variety of vendors, while sellers can sell
their products to a large audience. Marketplaces with huge inventories include Amazon, eBay,
Etsy, AliExpress, Shopee, and Rakuten.
Best SEO Marketplaces

1- Legiit: It’s a mobile-friendly SEO
marketplace

Chris M. Walker created Legiit, an SEO marketplace that offers easy navigation and highquality services. To provide buyers with the kind of service they trust and to promote
sellers, Legiit provides the week’s service that the staff buys and endorses. Also, Legiit
offers special deals for buyers known as Legiit Monday’s. Legiit is an SEO marketplace
well-known for its ability to provide top-notch talent to freelancers and clients.
On the other hand, the transport layer itself is stateful. It transmits a single message, and
its connection remains in place until all the packets in a message have been received and
reassembled at the destination. The TCP/IP model differs slightly from the Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) networking model designed after it. The OSI reference model has
seven layers and defines how applications can communicate over a network.
2- SeoClerk: Providing a wide range of SEO
services

Jordan Delozier created SEOClerk in 2011. SeoClerk offers various cheap services,
making selling on the platform difficult. However, on the bright side, it offers decent
services. SeoClerk accepts a variety of payment methods. In addition to getting credit
cards, PayPal, and even cryptocurrency, SeoClerk is an impressive freelance platform that
can meet all Search Engine Optimization demands. Its services include link building, art &
design, content and writing, programming, guest posts, online SEO, social networks, and
virtual assistance.
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3- 99designs: The best platform for SEO
based on visual content

A huge part of SEO involves images and visual content. After all, graphics affect your
website’s overall quality and user experience, significantly affecting your ranking in search
engines. 99designs is a must-try marketplace if you’re looking for SEO graphic designers.
With improved visuals, audiences can remain engaged, and bounce rates are reduced,
which is good for SEO. The search engine giant loves this. You can hold a logo
competition according to your requirements to get a good logo. 99designs can help you
with this. In 99designs, you can start a contest to create a logo. Once you begin it,
designers will compete to create logos that meet your requirements. You can eliminate
contestants, request changes, and even speak to each designer individually. If you set a
prize for the contest, you can reward the winners with the amount you set. Paying extreme
attention to your web design when it comes to SEO is essential. It affects page speed,
affecting Google rankings, and other search engines.
4- BlackHat World: The best backlinks and
networking marketplace

BlackHat World is another famous SEO marketplace for freelancers. It does not have an
exact platform for sellers and buyers to make trades. It is also less secure because it is
more of a listing site than a trading platform. As a result of its excellent reputation, Black
Hat World offers relatively high-quality services. Further, moderators usually purchase
services. Afterward, they review them. If they approve of them, they will approve of them.
In Black Hat World, sellers can charge full price for their services because they are of high
quality. As a result, buyers can rest assured that they are getting the best quality available.
5- Upwork: A great way to find quality
freelancers

A top freelance site in today’s world, Upwork is formerly Elance-oDesk. It boasts the
largest number of candidates and employers. As a result, it is one of the most popular
freelance sites. Freelancers can search for jobs that match their skills and desires using
Upwork’s search engine. Employers can search for skilled freelancers that suit the task
they have at hand using Upwork’s search engine. To ensure that freelancers and
employers are not defrauded, Upwork has different processes and standards. The chat
section ensures proper communication between employers and their employees.
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The Konker freelance marketplace is well known for its many SEO experts. It also has
detailed video tutorials on its website demonstrating how to get started doing business on
Konker. Konker has a seamless onboarding process as well as consistent support from
Konker’s team. Konker currently offers several excellent services. Though the site has
some bugs and poor support, it is fairly easy to navigate and has a relatively high
reputation in the SEO industry. Because support is handled through a Facebook group, the
site is somewhat buggy, which can cause some complications. As well as that, fake
reviews and services have started popping up on the site. Hackers are creating these by
exploiting vulnerabilities in Konker’s code. There is a decent user interface for handling
orders and messages. Overall, it is an excellent place to sell your services and make
money if used correctly.
6- Toptal: The best overall marketplace for
SEO

You can find a good SEO freelancer from this platform if you need coding services. Toptal
is critical to technical SEO. If you need to address some technical SEO issues, you can do
so here. If you also need web design and development, Toptal doesn’t run out of supply.
This is primarily because Toptal helps employers find the right kind of worker. It provides
high quality and is stress-free.
7- Fiverr: Cheap SEO service marketplace

Fiverr is one of the most popular platforms for SEO freelancers. Fiverr got its name
because employers could hire freelancers for five dollars to complete a project for them.
The Fiverr freelance platform allows employers to find skilled freelancers to do their jobs.
By reviewing the reviews of several freelancers, an employer can find an experienced SEO
freelancer. By doing so, they can choose the freelancer to do the job perfectly. Fiverr also
protects the financial and personal information of an employer. Employers can also
securely make payments through it. This platform is ideal for employers looking for SEO
services because it provides a chat section where freelancers and clients can discuss their
jobs privately and securely.
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Final Thoughts:

After examining the top SEO marketplaces in depth, we rank Toptal as the best for
freelancers and businesses in 2022. It is important to note that all the other nine
platforms are equally excellent, but Toptal wins our vote because of its rigorous
screening process, which allows entry only to the top 3% of its applicants. If you have
trouble finding the right freelancer, Toptal has an expert who can help. Other
impressive features include fast payouts and zero commissions.
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